The aliens from Brainlara plan to use your brains to help build stronger and smarter alien beings in the future. In particular, they want to study your ability to simplify linear expressions.

The aliens have set a lock around the key out of the room. The only way out is to use the alien's own research against them. Solve the challenge to decipher the special code needed to unlock the door and get out before time is up. You'll have to hurry. The time is about to start. Do you have what it takes to escape the alien's plan?
ALIEN ESCAPE ROOM

1. Glue clue A in NB, show work and simplify expressions
2. Get clue B, glue in NB, show work and simplify expressions
3. Get clue C, glue in NB, show work and simplify expressions
4. Receive Station A Puzzle, Figure it out and write down clue on collection form in NB
5. Receive Station B Puzzle, Figure it out and write down clue on collection form in NB
6. Receive Station C Puzzle, Figure it out and write down clue on collection form in NB
7. Figure out Station D on the back, write down clue in collection form in NB
8. Go to leader
9. Go to leader
10. Go to leader
11. Go to leader
12. Type clues in google form to escape!